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Abstract - An overview of the achievements of the “Functionally Graded Materials (FGM)” in the field of processing 
techniques is given and recent developments in the field of graded polymer processing are considered. The importance of 
modeling of gradient formation, sintering and drying for the production of defect-free parts with predictable gradients in 
microstructure is discussed, to the processing of functionally graded materials are given. Critical review of the reported 
studies in the area of thermo-mechanical analyses of functionally graded (FG) plates with an emphasis on the recent works 
published since 1998. Because of the extensive growth in the body of knowledge in FGMs in the last two decades, it is 
prudent to reduce the review to a manageable level by concentrating on the FG plate problems only. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Recent advances in materials have enabled the 
development of improved products that have positive 
impact on economic competitiveness, security and 
service of equipments and quality of life of products. 
Such advances are often seen in new customer 
devices, high performing sporting goods, advanced 
military equipments etc.[1] Development of various 
new analyzing tools such as microstructure 
examining, new sensing devices for process control 
and improved modeling capacity had increased our 
knowledge base and ability to tailor materials to 
specific applications. Typically three major criteria’s 
are used for selection of materials 
 Desired properties such as mechanical strength, 

modulus, flow resistant fatigue criteria, corrosion 
safety, behaviour in heat environment impact and 
electrical response. 

 Manufacturing technologies such as powder 
metallurgy conventional and non-conventional 
machining, forming processes etc. 

 Economic Feasibility cost of material cost of per 
component production availability of material, 
and no. of supply sources. 

In large number of structural components service 
conditions and required material performance varies 
with locations e.g. Kitchen knife need to be hard at its 
cutting edge elsewhere material needed to be strong 
and tough also in case of gears body must be tough 
whereas surface must be very hard and wear resistant. 
These well-known abrupt transition in material 
composition and properties within a component often 
results in sharp local concentrations of stresses which 
can be greatly reduced if transition from one material 

to another is gradual this main logic is the basic 
concept utilized in FGM[2].The term functionally 
graded materials (FGMs) refers to solid objects or 
parts that usually consist of multiple materials or 
embedded components, that is, they are materially 
heterogeneous. The term “heterogeneous object” is 
defined for those objects with and/or multiple 
material objects with clear material domains [3].A 
FGM consists of a material whose properties change 
from one surface to another according to a smooth 
continuous function based on the position throughout 
the thickness of the material[4]. Most often, this 
material consists of ceramic and metallic constituents. 
One surface is generally a pure metal while the 
opposite surface is usually pure ceramic or a majority 
ceramic. The metal portion of the material acts in the 
role of a structural support while the ceramic provides 
thermal protection when subjected to harsh 
temperatures[5]. The function describing the material 
variation throughout the material and more 
importantly the material property variation makes it 
possible to tailor the function to suit the needs of 
various applications[6]. Examples of different types 
of material grading in functionally graded materials 
are shown in Figure 1 

 
Fig.1. Examples of grading sources [8] 
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The continuous change in the microstructure of 
FGMs distinguishes them from the fiber- reinforced 
laminated composite materials, which have a 
mismatch of mechanical properties across an 
interface due to two discrete materials bonded 
together[9]. As a result the constituents of the fiber-
matrix composites are prone to de-bonding at 
extremely high thermal loading. Also, the anisotropic 
constitution of laminated composite structures often 
results in stress concentrations near material and 
geometric interfaces that can lead to damage in the 
form of delamination, matrix cracking, and adhesive 
bond separation [10,11]. Continuous or nearly 
continuous gradual change in material properties of 
FGMs reduces significantly these problems, making 
them a desirable choice for adverse thermal gradient 
applications. FGMs alleviate these problems because 
they consist of a continuous variation of material 
properties from one surface to the other[12,13,14,15]. 
The continuous nature of the variation lessens the 
stress concentrations which become troublesome in a 
laminated composite material. Also the smooth 
transition through the various material properties 
reduces both thermal and residual stresses [5]. In 
most cases the material progresses from a metal on 
one surface to a ceramic or mostly ceramic on the 
opposite surface, with a smooth transition throughout 
the center of the material. Also the material properties 
can change in any orientation across a material, but 
the majority of applications to date deal with a 
material in which the properties change through the 
thickness of the material. The material transitions 
from a metal to a ceramic by increasing the 
percentage of ceramic material present in the metal 
until the appropriate percentage is reached or apure 
ceramic is achieved Since the material does not have 
a dramatic change in material properties at any one 
point through the thickness, it would not cause a large 
stress concentration[16-17]. 
 

 
Fig.2. Graphical FGM representation of gradual transition [18] 

 
This material usually exists where there is an extreme 
temperature gradient which is designated by hotT and 

coldT  in Figure 2. The ceramic face of the material is 
generally exposed to a high temperature, while the 
metallic face is usually subjected to a relatively 
cooler temperature. The smooth transition of material 
properties allows for a material whose properties 
provide thermal protection as well as structural 
integrity reducing the possibilities of failure within 
the structure[19-20,25]. This reduction of failure is of 
critical importance in space programs where thermal 
protection tiles are laminated to the metallic structure 
of the space shuttle to handle the extreme 
temperatures during re-entry into the earth’s 
atmosphere. These tiles are susceptible to cracking 
and debonding at the superstructure/tile interface due 
to abrupt transition between thermal expansion 
coefficients. The smooth transitions between material 
properties reduces the potential cracking and 
debonding of thermal protection tiles laminated to 
structural members. The capabilities of the FGMs are 
quite flexible as one can vary the materials used as 
well as the function of composition throughout the 
material at which they transition from surface to 
surface[21,22]. A specific metal and ceramic can be 
chosen for the particular application to capitalize on 
the positive characteristics of each of the materials. 
Also, the function between the two outside materials 
can be mathematically maximized and tailored 
specifically to meet the needs of the desired 
application as shown by [23,24]. Functionally graded 
materials (FGMs) are new advanced multifunctional 
composites where the volume fractions of the 
reinforcements phase(s) (or dispersions) vary 
smoothly. This is achieved by using reinforcements 
with different properties, sizes, and shapes, as well as 
by interchanging the functions of the reinforcement 
and matrix phases in a continuous manner. The result 
is a microstructure bearing continuous changes in 
thermal and mechanical properties at the macroscopic 
or continuum scale [26,27,28], In other words, FGM 
is usually a combination of two materials or phases 
that show a gradual transition of properties from one 
side of sample to the other. This gradual transition 
allows the creation of superior and multiple 
properties without any mechanically weak interface. 
Moreover, the gradual change of properties can be 
tailored to different applications and service 
environments[29,30].This new concept of materials 
engineering hinges on materials science and 
mechanics due to the integration of the material and 
structural considerations into the final design of 
structural components. Because of the many variables 
that control the design of functionally graded 
microstructures, full utilization of the FGMs potential 
requires the development of appropriate modeling 
strategies for their response to combined thermo-
mechanical loads[31-35]. FGMs are ideal candidates 
for applications involving severe thermal gradients, 
varying from thermal structures in advanced aircraft 
and aerospace engines to computer circuit boards. 
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These materials were introduced to take advantage of 
ideal behavior of its constituents, for example, heat 
and I corrosion resistance of ceramics together with 
mechanical strength and toughness of metals [36]. 
 
II. ANALYSIS OF FGMs 
 
A large amount of literature is available on 
Functional Graded material that will be going to 
discussed is presented here below used throughout in 
this manuscript [37-90]. The extensive research in 
this field, which started with the pioneering work of 
Suresh and Mortensen [2,3,5], Reddy [56,78,79], and 
Sankar [55, 58,64,80] has led to the development of 
several design approaches for analyzing FGM 
structures that are currently used in many applications 
throughout the world. A brief description of the most 
applicable works in this area is presented as follows. 
Zhu and Sankar[55] used method of Fourier analysis 
combined with the Galerkin method for solving the 
two-dimensional elasticity equations for a sandwich 
thermal protection system (TPS) insulation panel with 
foam core subjected to transverse loads. The method 
will be useful in analyzing functionally graded TPS 
structures with arbitrary variation of thermo 
mechanical properties in the thickness direction. The 
analysis was also performed using sandwich plate 
theory. Significant differences were found in the 
results suggesting that the sandwich theory may not 
be suitable for the analysis of thick sandwich TPS 
panel. Shankar [58] also analyzed thermo-elastic 
equilibrium equations for a functionally graded beam 
are solved in closed-form to obtain the axial stress 
distribution. The exponential variation of the elastic 
constants and the temperature allow exact solution for 
the plane thermo-elasticity equations. A simple Euler- 
Bernoulli-type beam theory is also developed based 
on the assumption that plane sections remain plane 
and normal to the beam axis. For the case of nearly 
uniform temperature along the length of the beam, 
beam theory is adequate in predicting thermal 
Residual stresses.J. N. Reddy [56] researched 
developing theoretical formulations and finite 
element analyses of I the thermo mechanical, 
transient response of functionally graded cylinders 
and plates.  Nonlinearities (geometric and material), 
thermo mechanical coupling (between elastic 
deformation and heat transfer), and power-law 
distribution of the two-constituent material variation 
through the thickness were accounted for in the 
formulations. The first-order shear deformation plate 
theory is based for the kinematic of the plate problem. 
Numerical results of the deflections, temperature 
distributions, and stress distributions in the cylinder 
and plates are calculated. Parametric studies with 
respect to varying volume fraction of the metal in 
metal- ceramic plates is conducted. The effect of the 
temperature field imposed on FGM plates is 
discussed. It is found that the response of the plate 
with material properties between that of the ceramic 

and metal is not intermediate to that of the ceramic 
and metal plates. The important issue of brittle-
ductile mixtures is also addressed in the closing 
stages of the research, although it requires further 
study. Yield stresses of the ceramic-metal mixture are 
obtained using the mixture theory. Yielding within 
the mixture is assumed to occur when the partial 
stresses in the metallic component satisfy the 
classical J2 criterion. Further study of inelasticity and 
fracture of functionally graded materials must be 
undertaken. Also, extension of the present work to 
functionally graded shell structures is recommended. 
Wang and Mai [57] investigated periodic array of 
cracks in an infinite functionally graded material 
under mechanical and/or thermal loading. Due to 
non-uniform heating or cooling, compressive stresses 
occur causing the crack surfaces to come into contact 
at a certain contact length. The mixed boundary value 
problem is reduced to a singular integral equation 
with the crack contact length as an additional 
unknown variable. Numerical results for stress 
intensity factors and the crack contact length are 
obtained as a function of crack spacing. Effect of the 
material non- homogeneity on the crack tip intensity 
factors is discussed. Some suggestions are made for 
the design of thermal resistive functionally graded 
materials. Kumar and et.al[68] analyzed functionally 
graded material (FGM) plates with material variation 
parameter (n), boundary conditions, aspect ratios and 
side to thickness ratios using higher order 
displacement model. The derivation of equations of 
motion for higher order displacement model is 
obtained using principle of virtual work. The 
nonlinear simultaneous equations are obtained by 
Navier’s method considering certain parameters, 
loads and boundary conditions. The nonlinear 
algebraic equations are solved using Newton Raphson 
iterative method. The numerical results are obtained 
for various boundary conditions, material variation 
parameter, aspect ratio, side to thickness ratio and 
compared with the available literature. Liu, Han and 
Lam [59] presented and investigated elastic waves in 
functionally gradient material (FGM) plates excited 
by plane pressure wavelets. The FGM plate was first 
divided into linearly inhomogeneous elements (LIEs).  
 
The response of the plate to a pressure wavelet was 
obtained using Fourier transform techniques. Results 
obtained by the present method are compared with an 
existing method using homogeneous layer elements. 
Relationships between the surface displacement 
response and the material mechanical properties of 
FGM plates were also obtained. Hongmin and et.al 
[60] studied plane strain problems of semi-infinite 
cracks in an infinite functionally graded orthotropic 
material. Two uniform impact loading modes are 
considered, i.e. opening and in-plane shear. Laplace 
and Fourier transforms along with the Winner-Hop 
technique are employed to solve the displacement 
formulation of the equations of motion. Through this 
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research, an information pathway for processing 
FGM objects based on image processing is proposed. 
In each case, the generalized cellular methods are 
found to be optimal, accurately representing the 
intended design. Koua, Parks, and Tan[61] proposed 
new method for the optimal design of Functionally 
Graded Materials (FGM). Instead of using the widely 
used explicit functional models, a feature tree based 
procedural model is proposed to represent generic 
material heterogeneities. A procedural model of this 
sort allows more than one explicit function to be 
incorporated to describe versatile material gradations 
and the material composition at a given location is no 
longer computed by simple evaluation of an analytic 
function, but obtained by execution of customizable 
procedures. This enables generic and diverse types of 
material variations to be represented, and most 
importantly, by a reasonably small number of design 
variables. Marur, Hareesh and Tippu[62] analyzed 
nature of the singular field around the crack in 
functionally graded material (FGM) parametrically 
using finite element method. The numerical 
simulations are carried out by varying the location of 
the crack in the graded region for different material 
gradients. Using linear material property variation in 
the gradient zone, the influence of material gradient 
and the crack position on the fracture parameters such 
as complex stress intensity factor (SIF) and energy 
release rate are studied. The analysis shows that the 
fracture parameters of FGM approach that of the 
bimaterial as the material gradient is increased, 
regardless of the position of the crack in the graded 
region. The extent of applicability of the homogenous 
crack tip fields around the crack in FGM is analyzed, 
and the results show that the size of the homogeneous 
field reduces with the increase in material gradient. 
Birman and Byrd [63] presented a review of the 
principal developments in functionally graded 
materials (FGMs) with an emphasis on the recent 
work published since 2000. Diverse areas relevant to 
various aspects of theory and applications of FGM 
are reflected. They include homogenization of 
particulate FGM, heat transfer issues, stress, stability 
and dynamic analyses, testing, manufacturing and 
design, applications, and fracture. The critical areas 
where further research is needed for a successful 
implementation of FGM in design are outlined in the 
conclusions. Zhu and et.al [64] studied the problem of 
one-dimensional steady-state heat conduction in 
metallic foams used as thermal protection systems 
with varying density in the thickness direction. An 
optimality criterion in the form of a differential 
equation was derived in order to minimize the total 
mass of the insulation for a given heat input. The 
heat-conduction equation and the optimality equation 
were solved numerically to obtain optimum density 
profiles for various values of thickness of the 
insulation. It is shown that for a given thickness using 
functionally graded foams can reduce the mass of the 
insulation panel. Lucignano and Quadrini. [65] 

Studied and discussed the use of an instrumented 
macro-indentation test to measure the effect of the 
local filler content Glass and silica filled functional 
graded materials were produced by the sedimentation 
casting method. An unsaturated polyester resin was 
used as matrix, and filled and unfilled polyester 
samples were cut to have 5 mm thick slices. Flat 
punch indentation tests were performed on the 
composite slices to evaluate the effect of the graded 
filler content. Indentation slope and load were 
extracted from the experimental curves, and 
correlated one to the other. A finite element (FE) 
model was built to simulate the sample behaviour 
under indentation, and was used to extract material 
properties from the experimental curves in terms of 
elastic modulus and maximum compressive stress 
during the test. Aboudi, Pindera and Amold [66] 
describes the full generalization of the Cartesian 
coordinate- based higher-order theory for functionally 
graded materials developed by the authors during the 
past several years. This theory circumvents the 
problematic use of the standard micromechanical 
approach, based cm the concept of a representative 
volume element, commonly employed in the analysis 
of functionally graded composites by explicitly 
coupling the local (microstructural) and global 
(microstructural) responses.. Specialization of the 
generalized theoretical framework to previously 
published versions of the higher-order theory for 
materials functionally graded in one and two 
directions is demonstrated. In the applications part of 
the paper it was summarized the major findings 
obtained with the one-directional and two-directional 
versions of the higher-order theory. The results 
illustrate both the fundamental issues related to the 
influence of microstructure on microscopic and 
macroscopic quantities governing the response of 
composites and the technologically important 
applications. A major issue addressed herein is the 
applicability of the classical homogenization schemes 
in the analysis of functionally graded materials. 
Sutradharand Paulino[67] presented a simple 
boundary element method for transient heat 
conduction in functionally graded materials, which 
leads to a boundary-only formulation without any 
domain discretization. For a broad range of functional 
material variation (quadratic, exponential and 
trigonometric) of thermal conductivity and specific 
heat, the non-homogeneous problem can be 
transformed into the standard homogeneous diffusion 
problem. A three- dimensional boundary element 
implementation, using the Laplace transform 
approach and the Galerkin approximation, is 
presented. The time dependence is restored by 
numerically inverting the Laplace transform by 
means of the Stehfest algorithm. A number of 
numerical examples demonstrate the efficiency of the 
method. The results of the test examples are in 
excellent agreement with analytical solutions and 
finite element simulation results. Alieldin et.al[69] in 
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their paper exploited, the first-order shear 
deformation plate (FSDT) model to investigate the 
mechanical behaviour of laminated composite and 
functional graded plates.  Three approaches are 
developed to transform the laminated composite 
plate, with stepped material properties, to an 
equivalent functionally graded (FG) plate with a 
continuous property function across the plate 
thickness. A comparative study has been developed to 
compare the effectiveness of the three proposed 
transformation procedures. Pitakthapanaphong and 
Busso [70] in their work, proposed a self-consistent 
constitutive framework to describe the behaviour of a 
generic three-layered system containing a 
functionally graded material (FGM) layer subjected 
to thermal loading. Analytical and semi-analytical 
solutions are obtained to describe the thermo-elastic 
and thermo-elastoplastic behaviour of a three-layered 
system consisting of a metallic and a ceramic layer 
joined together by an FGM layer of arbitrary 
composition. The stress distributions within the FGM 
systems are compared with accurate numerical 
solutions obtained from finite element analyses and 
good agreement is found throughout. Solutions are 
also given for the critical temperature transients 
required for the onset of plastic deformation within 
the three-layered systems. Pal, Kulkami and Kubair 
[71] investigated effects of spatially varying the 
material properties on the mode-3 planar crack 
propagation characteristics. Crack propagation in 
hardening, softening and un-symmetric type of 
functionally graded were simulated. A parametric 
study was performed by systematically varying the 
material in homogeneity length scale. Their 
Investigations indicated that softening and un-
symmetric graded materials reduce the resistance to 
fracture, while a hardening material offers higher 
fracture resistance with increase in inhomogeneity. 
Only the transient phase of crack propagation speed 
was affected by the material property variation, 
irrespective of whether the material was hardening, 
softening or an un-symmetric type. The crack always 
reached a quasi-steady-state velocity, which remained 
unaffected by the material property inhomogeneity. 
 
III. QUASI STATIC THERMO-MECHANICS 
OF FGM  
 
Thermal shock conditions can result in very high 
stresses, possibly leading to fracture. The degree of 
damage and strength degradation of materials 
subjected to severely fluctuating thermal 
environments is a major limiting factor for 
serviceability and lifetime of structural components. 
Through application of FGM, the thermal stress level 
in a structure can be controlled, so that thermal 
damage and failure are limited. Computational 
prediction of this stress level is not a trivial task, due 
to the spatially varying material properties in FGM 
components. This process needs the mathematical 

solution of deferential equations related to governing 
physical laws, such as equilibrium, heat balance, and 
stress-strain relations are described here. 
 
3.1Governing physical laws: Equilibrium 
Equilibrium within a system S, constituted by volume 
Ω and bounded by surface δΩ, is 
Expressed through the equation of motion, reading as 
 

        0]tx,atx,[Ftx,ρtx,divσ:XΩ   
(1) 
where x is the location vector, t is the time variable, 
σ(x, t) is the Cauchy stress tensor, p(x, t) is the mass 
density, F(x, t) is the vector of body forces per unit 
mass, and a(x, t) is the vector of acceleration. 
3.2 Heat Balance 
Heat balance with in a system S, constituted by 
volume and boundary read as  
 

0t)Q(x,t)divq(x,
δt

t)}T(x,t)]T(x,C[x,t)δ{ρ(x,:εΩ   

                                                                                  (2) 
Here t)T(x, is the absolute temperature,

t)]T(x,C[x, is the specific heat, t)q(x, is the 

vector of the heat flux and t)Q(x, is the rate of the 
external heat generation. 
3.3 Heat Conduction  
Validity of Fourier’s heat conduction law is assumed 
throughout system S  
 

t)gradT(x,*t)]T(x,k[x,t)q(x,        (3) 

Here t)]T(x,k[x,  is the tensor of thermal 

conductivity, reducing to 1 t)]T(x,k[x, in the 

isotropic case; 1 I  is the second-order unity tensor 
with components 0δ elsej,ifor  1δ ijij  . 

3.4 Stress-strain relations - constitutive laws 
In case of small strains 

t)u(x,Vt)ε(x, s              (4) 

With t)u(x, as displacement vector, the strain 

tensor t)ε(x, can be decomposed into additive parts, 
being related to elastic, viscoelastic, plastic, and 
thermal deformation 

t)(x,εt)(x,εt)(x,εt)(x,εt)ε(x, vρvee 
     (5) 
Elastic strains are related to stresses by the fourth-
order elasticity tensor t)]T(x,C[x, [63] 
 

t)(x,ε*t)]F(x,C[x,t)σ(x, e  (6) 
 

For an orthotropic material, the elasticity tensor 
t)]T(x,C[x,  has nine independent components, 
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five independent components for a transversally 
isotropic material, and two for an isotropic material. 
In the latter case, t)]F(x,C[x,  can be expressed 

in terms of bulk modulus t)]T(x,K[x,  and shear 

modulus t)]T(x,µ[x, [76,100] 
      IXI3II t)T(x,x,2G IXI t)T(x,x,Kt)T(x,x,C 

    (7) 
or in terms of   tx,Tx, and Lame's constant 

  tx,Tx, . Idenotes the fourth-order unity 
tensor, with components reading as 

 jkiljlik  **
2
1Iijkl   (8) 

Viscoelastic strains veε are also stress-driven, and 
obey evolution laws such as 
 

),(ε*)],(,[);( ve txtxTxtx    (9) 

Where )],(,[ txTx denotes the fourth-order 

viscosity tensor. Plastic strains  tx,ε obey the 
incremental evolution law 
 

   tx,σ
gdλtx,dερ




   (10) 

with consistency parametersdλ and flow potential 

g . Plastic strains  tx,ε evolve as soon as a 
yield criterion is fulfilled, reading as e.g. [63] 
 

      
        0tx,T;tx,εσtx,σF

tx,T;tx,ε;tx,σf
ρy

ρ




 

  (11) 

in above Eq.  tx,ερ
is a hardening variable in 

terms of effective plastic strains  tx,ερ the rate of 
which reads as 

 

   tx,ε
2
3tx,ε ρρ    (12) 

 

    tx,T;tx,εσ ρy denotes a material function 
characterizing uniaxial plastic properties of the 
material [63].Thermal dilatation strains read as 
 

    0
Y T-t)T(x, t)T(x,x,αtx,ε                                                                   

(13) 
 

with  t)T(x,x;α as the thermal dilatation tensor, 

reducing to   1*t)T(x,x;α for the isotropic case 

and with 0T as reference temperature. Constitutive 

behaviour with     0tx,εtx,ε ρve  is  

referred to as thermo-elasticity, with   0tx,εve 
as thermoelasto-plasticity, and with   0tx,ερ  as 
thermo-viscoelasticity [43]. 
3.5 Boundary conditions 
The deferential equations discussed above are to be 
solved for the following initial and boundary 
conditions. Initially, temperature and stress or strain 
fields are prescribed throughout the boundaryΩ  as 
regards mechanical boundary conditions, on Ω , 
either traction force vectors t)Ωσ(x,T are 
prescribed 

  t)Ωσ(x,Txη*t)Ωσ(x,such that  ΩXε 
    (14) 
or displacements are prescribed t)(x,u    as  

t)Ωσ(x,ut)Ωσ(x,such that Ωu Xε   
             (15) 
As regards thermal boundary conditions, heat flux is 
either prescribed directly 

    qx*tx,qsuch that  ΩqXε        (16) 
or it is governed by the heat transfer characteristics at 
the surface r  

       Tt)T(x, t)T(x,x,rxη*tx,Ωsuch that  ΩXε rr

                                                     (17) 
where  )0T(x,x;r ] is the heat transfer coefficient, 

and *T is the ambient temperature in the adjacent 
medium. Alternatively, the temperature may be 
prescribed 

Xε ΩT such that ∂ ΩT T(x, t) = T(x, t)  [18] 
 
IV. MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION 
STRATEGIES FOR THERMO-MECHANICS 
PROBLEM 
 
The system of differential equations (1)-(17) is 
partially decoupled. This allows a sequential mode of 
analysis. First, the thermal problem (eq. 2, 3, 16, 
&17) is tackled, with a spatial temperature field as 
solution. This temperature field then serves as input 
for the mechanical problem, defined through (1), (4) 
to (15), with stress and strain fields as solutions 
Both problems can be solved either at the fine 
resolution scale related to location vector x or at the 
coarse resolution scale related to location vector X. In 
the latter case, material properties entering the 
analysis refer to the composite material. When 
restricting the boundary conditions or the functional 
gradation of the material to special cases, analytical 
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methods for the solution of the thermal and the 
mechanical problem exist, such as the multilayer (or 
lamination) methods, the continuous method, or the 
perturbation method. In more general cases, 
numerical methods are indispensable, such as the 
Finite Element method, the Boundary Element 
method, or higher-order discretization methods. 
 
V. APPROXIMATION OF FGM AS 
LAMINATED COMPOSITE: LAYER WISE 
ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
 
Unidirectional graded plates can be approximated as 
layered composites with constant material properties 
in each layer. For axis symmetric heating, the so-
called transient heat conduction equation (combining 
Eq. (2), with Q=0, and Eq. (3), with spatially constant 
(isotropic) thermal diffusivity (λ= k/ρC)\ within one 
layer can be solved after applying Laplace and 
Hankel transforms to the time and space domain . 
Additional consideration of continuous heat flux at 
the layer interfaces allows for determination of the 
temperature field across the functionally graded plate. 

 

 
FIGURE 3.8. Layer representation of unidirectional functional 

gradation of a circular plate for analytical solution of 
thermomechanics problem [58] 

 
Alternatively, the heat conduction equation can be 
solved by decomposing the temperature field, 
T(x, t)=Ts(x) + 휃(x, t)   19] 
Thereby. Ts(x) is the standard Galerkin-Green's 
function-based solution of the steady-state 
problem. ∂(ρC)/∂t= 0 in Eq. (2), with non-
homogeneous boundary conditions Ts = T(x) 
on ∂Ω [15], and 휃 (x, t) is the solution of the transient 
problem in layer i 

+ + =     [20] 
With homogeneous boundary conditions 휃 (푥, 푡) = 0 
on ∂Ω and initial conditions  
휃 (푥, 0) = 퐹 (푥)    [21] 
with zi-1<=Z<=Zi  ; i= 1,2, ….l. at t=0 
휃 (푥, 푡)can be expressed in the form  
휃 (푥, 푡) = ∑ ∫ ∫ ∫ 퐺 푥, ′ , 푡 ′ =
퐹 (푥′)푑푧′ 	푑푦 ′푑푥′   [22] 
where  Green’s function 퐺 푥, ′ , 푡 ′  gives the 
temperature at location x in layer i at time t due 
to a point heat source of unit magnitude at location x’ 
in layer j at time t’. Gij can be expressed as series of 
products of elementary eigen functions and eigen 

values.  The subsequent mechanical analysis  is either 
based on Bernoulli- Euler-type classical Kirchhoff 
plate theory [58] or on Green'S functions [61,62] 
Analytical solution for the case of exponentially and 
power law-type functionally graded material 
properties Approximation of unidirectional gradation 
in Young's modulus. Poisson's ratio, thermal 
dilatation coefficient, and thermal diffusivity through 
exponential functions 
E=E0eβy. ν=ν(l+εy)eβy, α=α0eϒy, k=k0eδy [23] 
with material constants E0. ν0. α0.  k0, ε, β, αand ϒ 
allows for analytical solution of the thermal problem 
and of the mechanical (elastostatic) problem (the 
latter based on the Airy stress function) for stress 
intensity factors around a crack in FG plate (see Fig. 
3.9) 

 
FIGURE 3.9 Use of exponential functions. 

However, it should be kept in mind that both Young’s modulus 
and Poisson's ratio following an exponential function is 

inconsistent from a micromechanical point of view. 
 
Numerical solution based on Finite Element Methods 
The thermal problem. Eqs. (2). (3). (16). and (17), is 
reformulated as integral equation  
∫ [−휌퐶푇 + 푄 + 푑푖푣	(	퐾.푔푟푎푑	푇	)]훿푇푑Ω+.
Ω
∫ (퐾.푔푟푎푑	푇).푛 + 푞 + 푟(푇 − 푇∞)]훿푇푑퐴 = 0.
Ω Ω

    [24] 
with T as admissible weighting function. The second 
integral in Eq. (24) can be transformed by means of 
Green's theorem 
 
∫ (퐾.푔푟푎푑	푇).푛훿푇푑퐴 =.
Ω Ω ∫ 푔푟푎푑훿푇.푘.푔푟푎푑푇푑Ω+.

Ω

		 ∫ [푑푖푣	(	퐾.푔푟푎푑	푇	)]훿푇푑Ω.
Ω   [25] 

Insertion of above equation yields  
∫ −휌퐶푇̇ + 푄 훿푇 − (	푔푟푎푑훿푇.퐾.푔푟푎푑	푇	) 푑Ω +.
Ω
																											∫ 푞 + 푟(푇 − 푇∞)]훿푇푑퐴 = 0.

Ω Ω  
  [26] 
Integral equation (26) is solved numerically, on the 
basis of temporal and spatial discretization of the 
temperature field T(x, t). Therefore, the continuous 
timeline t is divided into N finite time Increments ∆tn 
, where tn= tn-1 + ∆tn, the temperature field is 
evaluated at time instants T(x, tn) =Tn(x),  and the 
time derivative may be approximated by a first-order 
integration scheme  Tn =(∆Tn)/( ∆tn). On sub domain 
Ωe belongs to Ω, called finite element), the spatial 
field Tn(x) is approximated by means of shape 
function vectors N(x) 
푇 (푥)= N(x).Te      
     [27] 
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Where Te is the vector of generalized temperatures in 
chosen positions at boundary of finite element e , 
called nodes . similarly virtual temperatures are 
approximated according to  
 
δTe(x)= N(x).δTe     
    [28] 
δTe(x) denotes the assembly operator, expressing the 
assembly of Ne finite elements, and T (and δT) 
contain all (virtual) generalized temperatures of the 
discretized continuum. Eq. [28] has to be satisfied for 
arbitrary virtual temperatures (δT), yielding a system 
of equations for the unknowns Tn. This system might 
be solved by means of Newton- Raphson method 
[53]. Accuracy of numerical analyses can be 
improved by introduction of material properties being 
graded within the finite elements instead of being 
constant throughout [60] 
 
VI. NUMERICAL SOLUTION BASED ON 
BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHODS 
 
Restriction of the thermal problem, Eqs. (3.2), (3.3), 
(3.16), and (3.17), to the case of absent heat Sources, 
Q = 0, to quadratic ally, exponentially, or 
trigonometrically graded isotropic thermal 
Conductivity k (x) and to constant thermal diffusivity, 
λ = const, allows for transformation of the heat 
conduction equation [combination of Eqs. (3.2) and 
(3.3)] into the standard diffusion Equation for 
homogeneous materials 
Weighting standard diffusion equation by Green's 
function and integrating the result over domain Ω 
yields, after use of Green's second identity, and 
integral formulation solely on the boundary dΩ . 
Evaluation of these equations yields a system of 
equations for the unknown values of strain on the 
boundary .Knowledge of these values allows for 
determination of internal values eu(x) , and for 
determination of the sought temperature field T(x) .  
More general cases of the thermal problem, as dealt 
with by Tanaka and Tanaka [71], cannot be reduced 
to a pure boundary integral formulation and imply 
rather cumbersome operations. The same is true for 
elastostatic problems with functionally graded 
properties. For exponentially graded non-
homogeneous solids, Martin ei al. and Chan el at. 
[23] have derived the elastostatic fundamental 
solutions. They contain infinite integrals and cannot 
be given in closed forms. For linear elastic solids with 
variable mass density, Free-space time- harmonic 
Green's functions in plane strain have been presented 
by Manolis and Pavlou [78], who used the 
Hormander-method in the context of the matrix 
algebra formalism. Recently, Fourier- integral 
representations of elastostatic and elastodynamic 
fundamental solutions have been applied by Zhang et 
al. (44) for elastostatic and elastodynamic crack 
analyses in FGM with the exponential material 
gradation. As a partial remedy to the aforementioned 

cumbersome operations for boundary integral 
evaluation, global boundary integral formulations 
such as Eq (3.60) have been replaced by local 
boundary integral formulations, leading to so-called 
mesh less Methods 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
FGM are a family of materials that present an 
outstanding combination of properties due to the 
nature of their composition. The combination of the 
properties of the different phases that forms them is 
suitable for a large range of applications in different 
industrial sector but nevertheless some technical 
aspects remain that must be further approached in 
order to eliminate the current drawbacks these 
materials present in The development of graded 
metals can offer a number of distinct advantages for 
thermo-mechanical properties, over those seen in 
conventional structural metals and composites. 
Various computational techniques and theories 
applied for thermomechanical analysis of plate, 
cylinder and spheres under both transient and coupled 
nature reviewed. Developing the necessary numerical 
and experimental tools provides challenging 
opportunities for both fundamental research and 
practical applications involving functionally graded 
materials. The optimization is must, for each process 
and material type, lead to the best possible 
performance predicted by thermomechanical analysis, 
within the constraints of processing. The 
development of graded metals and metal-ceramic 
composites can offer a number of distinct advantages 
for thermomechanical properties, over those seen in 
conventional structural metals and composites. These 
include: 
 
 reduction and optimal distribution of stresses, 
 suppression of free edge effects and of the 

attendant singular fields at interfaces, 
 enhanced interfacial bond strength, 
 the feasibility of depositing 'thick' coatings on 

substrates, 
 a greater resistance to damage by sharp 

indentors or abrasive failure processes, and 
 a reduction in the driving force for fracture. 

 
There are, However, a number of fundamental issues 
specific to the graded material that needs additional 
considerations: 
 
 What is the local value of an effective property 

given a continuously changing composition or 
microstructure? What size scales should 
experiments aim at in order to pro be such 
effective properties? 

 What is an effective 'layer size' in a smoothly 
graded microstructure, and how does it 
compare with the characteristic microstructural 
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length scale such as a grain size, particle size, 
or dislocation cell size? 

 Since all processing methods invariably give 
rise to a stepwise variation rather than a 
perfectly smooth variation in composition or 
microstructure, how small, relative to the total 
graded layer thickness, must the step size be 
before the potential advantages of a smooth 
variation for thermomechanical performance 
can be realised? 

 Are the graded microstructures designed for 
optimal thermomechanical performance 
thermodynamically, chemically, and 
morphologically stable under service 
temperatures and loads to realise the potential 
benefits of compositional gradation? How do 
the spatial variations in desired properties 
compare with those arising from normal 
microstructural segregation intrinsic to a 
processing method? 
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